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Agenda

 Organization

 Introduction and motivation
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Background
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Industrial Revolution
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1826
First spare parts
(John Hall, after 25 years)

1901
Assembly line
(Ransom Olds/Henry Ford)

1980s
Automated assembly line
(first industrial robots 1961
from General Motors)

[Czarnecki & Eisenecker 2000]



Product Lines in Industry
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Automotive Product Lines
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Variant-rich Systems

„Variants are a main source for economical success. “
— Franz Decker, Leader: Program Variant Management, BMW Group
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90,000 variants
for the ceiling

3,000 variants
for the doors

324 variants
for rear suspension

Example: BMW X3



Automotive Product Lines 20 Years Ago

 Choice of car was limited to the type and some small 
extras, such as cassette deck

 One single variant (Audi 80, 1.3l, 55PS) was responsible 
for 40% of the sales



Automotive Product Lines Now

 1020 variants of a single Audi;
1032 variants of a single BMW

 Nearly no identical car leaves production

 Just the base platform has 100 different variants for a 
single model depending on engine and extras

 There are 50 different steering wheels (3 vs. 4 spokes,                 
wood vs. plastic vs. leather, heating, colors, etc.)



More Product Lines
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More Product Lines
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More Product Lines
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More Product Lines





And in Software?

 Modern software applications are „Eier-legende
Wollmilchsäue“ (all-in-one systems)

 Example: Windows, Libre Office, Oracle, SAP myERP, Adobe Photoshop, 
Mozilla Thunderbird, Gimp

 Specialized, tailor-made software becomes more important, 
such as embedded systems‘ software
 Smartphone, sensor networks, TVs, weather station, cars, chip cards, 

router, ubiquitous computing

 98% of all deployed systems are embedded systems

 Resource scarcity and heterogenous hardware requires tailor-made 
solutions

 Often reimplementation, long development times, and high costs
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Why to Tailor Software Systems?

 Personalization 

 Individual requirements, Look-and-Feel, special algorithms, 
legislation, hardware, …

 Resource limitations

 Energy consumption, performance, memory consumption, ….

 Software and product quality

 Usability

 Unused functionality as security risk

 Maintenance and testing increases with increasing 
functionality

 Costs, effort, flexibility, competitors, …



Features in Microsoft Office
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Linux-Kernel

About 6.000.000 lines of code

Highly configurable

> 10.000 configuration options! (x86, 64bit, …)

Nearly all the source code is optional



Database Systems

 Continuous increasing data

 Often embedded with
resource limitations
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Printer 
Firmware



Games
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Software Product Lines in Industry

 HP: printer driver and firmware

 Nokia: smart phone software, browser

 Phillips: high-end TVs, medical technologies, …

 TomTom: embedded navigation system

 Cummins: diesel engine control software

 LG: elevator control software

 Ericsson: telecommunication switches

 General Motors: powertrains

 May more: gas turbines, train control, ship control, 
frequency converter, internet payment gateway, 
helicopter avionics software, …
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Goal of this Course

 Techniques to develop tailor-made software systems that 
contain exactly the functionality that is actually needed

 Variants for different application scenarios

 New variants are easy to develop; fast and efficient 
development due to reuse of well-proven functionality

 Customer-specific product; specialization

 Customization to available resources

 Software product lines (SPLs): Configuration 
(customization) via the selection of features (German: 
Merkmale)
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Estimation

About 80% of all software systems today are 
software product lines or can at least profit 

from product line technologies.
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Challenges
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Variability = Complexity



one tailor-made variant for

each human on the planet!

33 features
optional, independent



320 features

more variants than

atoms in the whole universe!

optional, independent





Are all Combinations Sensible?
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Correctness?
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Performance?



Optimization of Non-Functional Properties
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 SQLite is an embedded, customizable database system

 About 500 million deployments

 Provides about 88 compiler options to configure

 Assuming we measure each variant of SQLite:

 288 variants and 5 min per measurement (compile + 
benchmark) = 288 * 5min / 60 (per h) / 24 (per d) / 365 (per y) =
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Big bang

Log time scale

Birth of earth
9 * 109 years

Now
1.37 * 1010 years

Measurement finished:
2.9 * 1021 Jahren

2944111585058457655296y



#ifndef _DB_MUTEX_INT_H_
#define _DB_MUTEX_INT_H_

#ifdef HAVE_MUTEX_PTHREADS
#include <pthread.h>

#define MUTEX_FIELDS
pthread_mutex_t mutex;             /* Mutex. */
pthread_cond_t  cond;                 /* Condition variable. */

#endif

#ifdef HAVE_MUTEX_UI_THREADS
#include <thread.h>
#endif

#ifdef HAVE_MUTEX_SOLARIS_LWP
#include <synch.h>

#define MUTEX_FIELDS
lwp_mutex_t mutex;                   /* Mutex. */
lwp_cond_t cond;                       /* Condition variable. */

#endif

#ifdef HAVE_MUTEX_UI_THREADS
#include <thread.h>
#include <synch.h>

#define MUTEX_FIELDS
mutex_t mutex;                           /* Mutex. */
cond_t  cond;                              /* Condition variable. */

#endif

#ifdef HAVE_MUTEX_AIX_CHECK_LOCK
#include <sys/atomic_op.h>
typedef int tsl_t;

#ifdef LOAD_ACTUAL_MUTEX_CODE
#define MUTEX_INIT(x) 0
#define MUTEX_SET(x) (!_check_lock(x, 0, 1))
#define MUTEX_UNSET(x) _clear_lock(x, 0)
#endif
#endif …

Implementation: State of the Art

 If variability management 
exists, it relies often on 
#ifdef, templates, make, 
CVS

 Example: Berkeley DB 
(mutex_int.h)



Effects on Maintainability?
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class Stack {

void push(Object o

#ifdef SYNC

, Transaction txn

#endif

) {

if (o==null

#ifdef SYNC

|| txn==null

#endif

) return;

#ifdef SYNC

Lock l=txn.lock(o);

#endif

elementData[size++] = o;

#ifdef SYNC

l.unlock();

#endif

fireStackChanged();

}

}



How to Reuse Existing Implementations?

Wo Fehler korrigieren?



Idea: Systematic Development of Software 
Procut Lines

 Starting the implementation always from scratch is not 
economical and risky

 Instead, tailor software based on a product line

 Based on reusable parts

 Which might have alternative implementations

 Which are customizable to specific use cases

 Which are usable even for heavily constrained resources



SPL-Implementation

 Different approaches to implement SPLs

 In this course, we consider:

 Runtime parameters, version control systems, preprocessors, 
components, frameworks/plugins

 Feature-oriented programming, aspect-oriented programming

 …and additional topics:

 Feature interactions

 Product line analysis

 Virtual separation of concerns

 Optimization of non-functional properties
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Design and Implementation of Features
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Feature selections =
configuration

Feature model Reusable implementation
artifacts

Generator Deployable 
software system


